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Abstract

We examine the scaling of the peak divertor heat ¯ux and total divertor plate power in partially detached divertor

(PDD) discharges in DIII-D, as a function of input power and radiated power. The peak divertor heat ¯ux in the

attached plasma increases linearly with input power, but saturates in the detached cases. The total divertor plate power

remains linear with input power in both the attached and detached plasmas. This is consistent with the fact that the heat

¯ux peak is reduced from the attached case but other areas receive increased radiant heating from the detached plasma.

The divertor plate radiant heating is linear with input power because the total radiated power from the entire plasma is

a linear function of input power in both attached and detached plasma. In the private ¯ux region, radiated heat ¯ux

absorbed on the target plate calculated from bolometer data is enough to account for the measured plate heating.

Approximately half of the overall plate heating power in detached plasma is due to absorbed radiation. Ó 1999

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Moderating the peak heat ¯ux q̂ is a major concern in

tokamak divertor design, and the reference operating

point for ITER requires a factor of 5 reduction in q̂.

However, little is known about how the peak heat ¯ux

and radial divertor heat ¯ux pro®le shape q(R) vary with

either input power or radiation fraction. We have ob-

served a factor of 3±5 reduction in q̂ at 10 MW input

power in DIII-D, and in this paper we will examine the

scaling of q̂ and divertor plate power with input power.

Because electron conduction cannot be the dominant

energy transport mechanism [1] in the low-temperature

partially detached divertor (PDD) regime [2] as it is in

the attached state, we might expect q̂ scaling with input

power to di�er from the attached case in which q̂ varies

linearly with input power [3,4].

In the DIII-D open divertor, deuterium gas pu�ng

from either the private ¯ux region or the plasma mid-

plane produces a PDD condition which can reduce q̂ by

a factor of 5, while total radiated power (the integral

over the entire plasma) increases by only a factor of 1.7.

We examine the e�ect of the resulting 2-D radiation

pro®le on the divertor heat ¯ux pro®le shape. The total

radiative heating power absorbed at the plate, calculated

from bolometer data, is compared with the total mea-

sured power deposited on the plate. After comparing

q(R) and the calculated pro®le of radiated heating on the

plate, we attribute the di�erence to particle interaction

with the plate.

We focus here on data from lower single null (LSN)

discharges at the outer strike point. A set of DIII-D

discharges was chosen having D2 pu�ng and a range of

neutral beam injected power levels from 2.5 to 14 MW.

The density varied from 4 ´ 1019 mÿ3 before pu�ng to
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8 ´ 1019 mÿ3 after pu�ng. We take the neutral beam

injected power Pinj as a good approximation of the input

power as the beam power is completely absorbed in

DIII-D at these densities. Ohmic power was less than

0.35 MW and will not be included. The discharges at the

time of the measurements were nearly steady-state so the

stored energy w was changing slowly, and dw/dt was

typically 10% of the input power or less. Energy con-

®nement decreased by less than 10% after gas pu�ng in

many of these discharges, although a few showed a

larger decrease. Plasma current was either 1.0 or 1.3

MA, with toroidal ®eld of 2.1 T.

We measure the divertor heat ¯ux in DIII-D using

infrared thermography. The heat ¯ux is averaged over

ELMs by the thermal inertia of the divertor plates [4],

with an estimated margin of error which is the greater of

15% of the measured value or 0.1 MW/m2. All divertor

plate peak heat ¯ux data is for the outer strike point.

Values for total power on the divertor plate represent

integrals over the entire q(R) pro®le, and toroidal sym-

metry is assumed.

2. Experiment

2.1. Divertor heat ¯ux versus input power

We ®nd q̂ is linear over our whole range of power for

the attached plasma, but the detached q̂ appears to be

saturating at near 1.2 MW/m2 as Pinj increases, as seen in

Fig. 1(a). The linear dependence of the attached q̂ on Pinj

is consistent with previous ®ndings [4]. In contrast, the

total plate power varies linearly with Pinj as shown in

Fig. 1(b), in both the attached and detached cases. This

di�erence between the peak and integrated heat ¯ux

behavior is due to the reduction of the heat ¯ux peak

and broad increase in absorbed radiation at the divertor

plate. It is uncertain how this saturation of the detached

peak heat ¯ux will extrapolate to higher power or larger

machines. If a similar e�ect carries over to reactors, this

is quite a bene®cial result.

2.2. Radiated power

Total radiated power was calculated by integrating

over a 2-D pro®le obtained by inverting bolometer data

[5,6] and assuming toroidal symmetry, and was found to

increase linearly with the input power in both the de-

tached and attached phases. In Fig. 2 is shown the

variation of radiated power (Prad) with input power for

Fig. 1. (a) Experimentally measured peak heat ¯ux versus in-

jected power for attached and detached plasma. For these plots

the detached heat ¯ux and divertor power were smoothed over

a 0.5 s time window before the values were extracted for each

discharge. This was done because of the low thermal radiation

signal from the plate in the detached state. (b) Total divertor

plate power versus injected power, attached and detached.

Fig. 2. Radiated power versus injected power for various re-

gions for (a) detached and (b) attached plasma. Here the SOL is

above the X-point outside the separatrix, and the outer divertor

is below the X-point outside the separatrix. All lines through

experimental data in this and succeeding ®gures are least

squares ®ts to the data.
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(a) detached plasma, and (b) attached plasma. Radiated

power from below the X-point in the outer divertor and

outer SOL above the X-point were also integrated sep-

arately and shown in Fig. 2. The radiation from each of

the regions was at least roughly linear with increasing

Pinj for both attached and detached plasma. Power ra-

diated from inside the separatrix is similar to that from

the outer divertor. The core radiation fraction was ap-

proximately constant.

2.3. Radiated fraction

The radiated power fraction for these discharges was

calculated by dividing total radiated power by injected

power Pinj. The radiated fraction in the attached and

detached (post-pu�) state are plotted in Fig. 3 against

Pinj. There is some variability in the detached data at low

power, but the discharges at intermediate and highest

powers show a radiated fraction near 0.7. In the at-

tached plasmas the radiated fraction ranges from 0.35 to

0.55. The fact that radiated power fraction did not de-

crease in the detached plasmas at high input power is at

least partly due to the extra gas pu�ng supplied to the

plasma. The pu� rate was not intentionally adjusted to

give ®xed radiated fraction, but rather to obtain similar

divertor plasma conditions.

2.4. Radiant heating of divertor plate

The pro®le of radiant heat ¯ux absorbed on the di-

vertor plate was calculated from the 2-D distribution of

plasma radiation, obtained from bolometer inversions.

The calculation was done for each point on the divertor

plate by integrating over the spatial distribution of ra-

diation found in the bolometer inversion. This is similar

to analysis previously done by Leonard for attached

plasma [5]. We assume all of the incident radiation was

absorbed in the plate, which is reasonable because the

radiated power is largely ultraviolet.

Fig. 4 shows the plate heat ¯ux pro®le measured by

thermography, and the calculated heat pro®le produced

on the plate by absorbed plasma radiation, for a de-

tached plasma. We see that the radiant heating is su�-

cient to account for all the heat ¯ux in the private ¯ux

region and at the outer separatrix in a detached plasma.

This indicates that no signi®cant fraction of the heat is

carried to the plate by particles in those areas. In the

outer leg away from the separatrix, particle ¯ux is still

important.

In Fig. 5(a) the peak radiant heat ¯ux on the plate for

detached plasma is plotted against Pinj and is seen to be

linear over the whole range of power, as is the total

radiant power onto the divertor plate in Fig. 5(b). This

is consistent with the ®nding above that the radiated

power is linear with Pinj.

The fact that both the calculated radiant heating of

the divertor plate and the measured plate heating are

linear with input power may imply that increased optical

depth of divertor plasma is not playing a role as we pu�

more gas at higher power. Re-absorption of radiation by

the plasma is not included in the radiant heating calcu-

lation.

In Fig. 5(c) we show the total power on the divertor

plate from infrared thermography, plotted against the

radiant plate heating power. From the slope of the ®tted

line we see that on average, half of the plate heating

power in detached plasma is due to absorbed radiation.

The half of the plate power not due to radiant heating is

caused by interaction of particles with the plate. This

includes heat ¯ux conducted and convected to the plate

by ions, as well as heat deposited by neutrals generated

by recombination, and any charge exchange ¯ux. A

signi®cant part of the heat in detached operation is de-

posited by ELMs [7].

Fig. 3. Fraction of injected power radiated versus injected

power from DIII-D data.

Fig. 4. Divertor heat ¯ux pro®le for a detached plasma. The

dashed curve is the total heat ¯ux measured by IR thermo-

graphy. The solid curve is the radiant heat ¯ux calculated from

bolometer radiation data. The label ``Sep'' signi®es the sep-

aratrix location at the plate.
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3. Conclusions

We have found the radiated power is linear with in-

put power in both attached and detached plasma, with

di�ering slopes. The linear dependence in the detached

case is at least partially due to increased gas pu�ng at

higher power in the experiments studied. The fraction of

input power radiated is roughly constant at 0.7 as a

function of input power for our highest power detached

discharges.

The total divertor plate power for attached plasma is

linear with input power as expected, as is q̂. The de-

tached total divertor power is also linear with input

power, but q̂ saturates at approximately 1.2 MW/m2.

This di�erence in the dependence on input power is a

result of the changes in pro®le shape when the heat ¯ux

at the strike point is dissipated in the PDD, and radiant

heating increases over the whole divertor plate pro®le. If

this saturation of detached heat ¯ux occurs in larger

machines at higher input power levels, it will be quite

bene®cial.

The radiant heating of the divertor plate increases

linearly with input power. On an average, half of the

divertor plate power in a PDD plasma is due to ab-

sorbed radiation and half due to particles.
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Fig. 5. (a) Peak radiant heat ¯ux absorbed on the divertor plate

versus injected power. (b) Total radiant power absorbed on the

divertor plate versus injected power. (c) Total divertor plate

power measured by IR camera during detachment versus ra-

diant power absorbed on the plate calculated from bolometers.
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